
TOTEMS OF LIGHT 





“In the past, this distinction did not exist: 

Giotto painted and built buildings, Leonardo da Vinci painted, sculpted, and invented 
machines. 

The activities of the painter, architect, sculptor, inventor, and poet were different activities, 
united by a single method of projection. 

A machine by Leonardo da Vinci does not correspond to the “style” of the Mona Lisa. 

Nevertheless, these operations have something in common: a subjective method, a sincere 
project, professional honesty, a true craft.” 

From the book Artist and Designer by Bruno Munari.



I seek to represent the essence of nature and 
the human being, the essence of life in my works, 

with a minimum material presence, balancing volume, shape,  
and space to emphasize emptiness over mass.





"Art is the queen of all sciences communicating knowledge  
to all the generations of the world."  

Leonardo da Vinci





"Reality is not just what you can touch.  
Through the spiritual world, my work is created  

with great force, providing balance,  
harmony, and inner power." 



T R I B U T E  T O  N AT U R E
C O L L ECT I B L E  D ES I G N



S O U L  S C U L P T U R E



SOUL SCULPTURE BENCH
  

A mesmerizing piece that captures the beauty movement of the universe.  
Its spiraling design evokes galaxies and DNA strands symbolizing our interconnectedness. 

I sit in this captivating piece and find serenity contemplating nature´s wisdom.
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The soul sculpture bench is a mesmerizing piece that captures the 
beauty of the universe. Its spiraling design evokes galaxies and 

DNA strands symbolizing our interconnectedness.

















Low Table



Console



Pull Up Table



Sconce



U L A  S C U L P T U R E



ULA SCULPTURE 

ULA means Sea Jewel. The veins of the green marble  
simulate the waves of the sea crashing against the rocks.  

The sea in its gentle motion, the sinuous shape  
of this unique piece.  



Bench



Console



The ULA sculpture bench is an elegant masterpiece crafted with 
love from the finest marble. Inspired by waves, its subtle form 

accentuates the expressive nature. 



Sconce





"Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything better."  
Albert Einstein



G I N KG O  S C U L P T U R ES



GINKGO SCULPTURES 

Revered for its beauty and its longevity, the Ginkgo Biloba is a living fossil, which remains 
unchanged since 200 million years ago. The beautiful unique fan-shaped leaves, have  

a glowing golden-yellow fall color. This sublime beautiful color in autumn is the inspiration  
to create it in gold plated cast brass. 



Symbolizing our inner nature, they bring tranquility and  
invite balance. Let these majestic creations grace your space, 

reminding you of your own power. Embrace the sacred symbolism, 
nurturing growth and finding solace in nature. Experience the 

transformative energy of our Ginkgo Sculptures Collection,  
where art meets spirituality. 

Crafted in gold-plated brass or bronze, these ethereal sculptures 
embody balance, harmony, and resilience inspired by  

the Ginkgo Biloba tree. Like sunlight through leaves, they cast 
enchanting shadows. 



Chandelier





Sculpture Tree
Table lamp



Sconce



Sconce
Wall sculpture



Candle Holder



Large
Candle holder



Mirror





"Through Nature We Can Become Aware of Ourselves."  
Hilma af Klint 



L E A F  SW I N G 







Embrace the essence of autumn, where life is playful and reaching 
new heights is possible. Reconnect with your inner nature and 

embrace liberty through plant-inspired design. 

I experience the joy of childhood with the Leaf Sculpture swing. 
In bronze, wood, or aluminum, it brings nature closer and fosters 

freedom and connection. 







“The goal of life is to make your heartbeat match the beat of the universe,  
to match your nature with nature.”  

Joseph Campbell



“All of my work reflects upon quantum physics, 
on the energy that we are, on the need for harmony  

and equilibrium within, and on the immense  
potential that we embody. “ 





T R I B U T E  T O  T H E  S O U L
S C U L P T U R ES



UNITY SCULPTURES
 

Where art meets our essence. Expressing beauty, these sculptures capture  
our inner growth and connection. With fluid curves and lines, they embody  

the delicate balance between polarities. 



Roma Present



Roma Past





Roma Future 
Monumental sculptures  
for Fernando Pozuelo Landscape designer 

Roma Past, Present, Future:
6 & 5 meters in length white cast aluminium 
masterpieces, Meticulously handcrafted 
with love and spirituality.
 
These sculptures are a timeless tribute 
to a loved pet. The three monumental 
sculptures are created with sacred 
geometry of the space, and minerals to 
elevate the vibration, bringing peace and 
harmony

Roma Future





“Leave all thoughts of the world you knew before. Let your soul take you where you long to be. 
Close your eyes, let your spirit start to soar, and you’ll live as you’ve never lived before.”  

Erik Fromm



Unity Gaia  
Monumental Sculpture  
For Vasco Vieira Architects 



One VStatic I



Unity NeeruUnity Saura 



Unity Unity Unity Inia





IBIZA   



S C U L P T U R E  P R O P O S A L S

In Motion



Portal



Infinite Portal



Infinite Motion



Unity Portal



ONE Motion





Ibiza Proposal 





Ibiza Proposal 





“If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, 
frequency and vibration.” 

Nikola Tesla



T R I B U T E  T O  E N E R G Y
PA I N T I N G S



PORTAL PAINTINGS

I step into a world beyond imagination with Portal Paintings. 
They connect me to an inner dimension through a universal language of art.  

These artworks serve as portals, like gateways to infinite possibilities  
transcending reality and tapping into inner wisdom. 





Red Portal I Red Portal IV



Silver symbolizes purity, elegance, clarity 
and femininity. Gold evokes warmth and 
energy, divinity and enlightenment.

Silver Portal I



White in these paintings symbolizes 
purity, simplicity, and spirituality. It evokes 
calmness, clarity, and new beginnings. It  
is a direct connection to the spiritual world. 
Gold adds depth and symbolism of inner 
power to the artwork. 

White Portal I





Gold in these paintings symbolizes  
wealth, elegance, and power. It represents 
abundance, success, and spiritual 
enlightenment. It adds richness, highlights 
important elements, and enhances  
visual impact. Gold signifies beauty, 
magnificence, and a touch of grandeur, 
elevating the artwork’s significance.

Gold Portal IX



Gold Portal II Gold Portal I



Red Portal V

In these paintings, red evokes strong 
emotions and conveys passion and 
intensity. Overall, it represents themes of 
power and love, creating a visually striking 
and emotionally charged experience. 



Red Portal I Red Portal IV





“The aim of art is to represent not the outward appearance of things,  
but their inward significance.”  

Aristotle 



When we create with love and intention, our actions can have  
a profound effect on people and their surroundings.

I specialize in using minerals, numerology and sacred  
geometry within my work, which serves as a catalyst for realigning 
and harmonizing spaces. The energy emitted by my creations is  
one of balance and harmony, fostering a sense of equilibrium 
in the environment.

Furthermore, all of my pieces are created to inspire inner growth  
and purity through its minimalistic presence. 



I view my art, whether it’s sculptural pieces, unique design,  
paintings or jewelry, as interconnected “Totems of Light” that 
elevate and enhance beauty. Each creation serves as a beacon of  
positive energy, enriching the community and the lives of those  
who interact with it.

They invite people to engage in an introspective dialogue, 
connecting them to freedom, emancipation, and self-fulfillment.



“I am inspired by love, which is our essence, 
and the energy that generates the universe.”



ww.veronicamar.ar t


